The fragility curves are an essential tool in the seismic assessment of structures and provide a versatile tool to conduct vulnerability analysis for retrofitting and strengthening purposes. The available advancements of computer computational power led to the improvement of the efficiency of the analytical fragility curves. Therefore, this paper focuses on reviewing the recent research developments in the analytical fragility analysis methods. Furthermore, the developments of the intensity and damage measures are presented. In addition, the joint hazards effects on structural fragility are addressed particularly for the environmental degradation and mainshock-aftershock sequence. Finally, recommendations are presented for improving the fragility analysis and highlighting the possible future research areas.
Introduction effects and variation of the structures response and their failure mode. However, the major drawback is that the derived curves are specifically related to a particular area which is characterized by certain soil conditions, earthquake properties, i.e. magnitude, depth, site to source radius, etc., and structural capacity. Furthermore, most of the empirical fragility curves are based on low to medium magnitude events, hence, the curves may provide unreasonable information related to greater magnitudes.
The expert opinion method is totally dependent on the appointed experts who assess the mean loss or the probability of damage for the given elements at risk. Expert elicitations are collected and combined together by two broad approaches; mathematical and behavioral. The method is significantly useful in areas with low real damage data from past earthquakes or in the absence of reliable analytical models. Furthermore, more reliable curves yield when the method is calibrated with the empirical or analytical approaches. Nevertheless, the fragility curves obtained from expert elicitations are only dependent on the experience of the engineer. Moreover, the outcomes of the method are hard to be applied or used in other countries that have different earthquake activity.
The analytical approach is used to obtain the damage distribution through the elements at risk by using numerical methods. The structural systems are modelled and analyzed to establish a relationship between the damage levels and the ground motion at different intensities. Numerical models should be created to find the response of the structures under seismic loads and a choice has to be made between the accuracy and complexity of the models and cost-efficiency of the models. Furthermore, the widely used analytical methods are capacity spectrum method (CSM) and incremental dynamic analysis (IDA). The CSM is a cost-effective method which gives a quick estimation of the structures' response under earthquake loads, however, the actual behavior of the structures may be different. On the other hand, the IDA shows the actual behavior of structures under a suite of ground motions. However, it is a time demanding method depending on the complexity of the models and material type.
The hybrid method utilizes the combination of any two of the methods, which are described above. For example, the analytical models could be calibrated with a real observed data from past earthquakes or from expert judgement data. It is a very effective method since the combination of any two methods should compensate the lack of the other.
There are several analytical approaches for the development of fragility curves that are presented in the literature. However, the most widely used approaches are the CSM and IDA. Hence, the aim of this paper is to review the development and application of both methods in the field of fragility analysis. Additionally, the intensity measures (IM) and damage measures (DM), which are significant parameters in deriving the fragility curves, are also reviewed. Furthermore, besides the hazard from earthquakes, the importance in addressing other hazards in fragility analysis such as environmental degradation and mainshock-aftershock sequence (MS-AS) are addressed.
The earthquake intensity measure (IM) is a significant index that characterizes the ground motion and correlates with the response of each element at risk (e.g. buildings, pipelines, highways, etc.) from the structural engineering point of view. There are numerous IMs that are proposed in the literature and selecting the appropriate IM is a critical task in earthquake risk assessment. In general, the IMs can be classified in two main categories: empirical IM and instrumental IM. The empirical IM are generally used for the derivation of empirical fragility curves that are expressed in terms of macroseismic intensity. The macroseismic intensity scales, e.g. Mercalli-Cancani-Sieberg, Modified Mercalli Intensity etc., are used to quantify the observed damage effects caused by earthquakes. Conversely, the derivation of the analytical and hybrid fragility curves is related to the instrumental IM, e.g. Sa, PGA, PGV, etc. Furthermore, the instrumental IMs are significantly more It is important to select the most appropriate IM that can sufficiently relate to the chosen damage measure. According to Stojadinovic (2003, 2005) , six features define the optimum IM: practicality, effectiveness, efficiency, sufficiency, robustness and computability.
Practicality simply means that the IM, to some extent, is directly correlated to known engineering quantities such as displacements or rotations. In addition, the practicality of IM can be verified by analyzing the results of a structural response under IDA or time history analysis. A sufficient IM is the one that is statistically independent from the earthquake magnitude and source-to-site distance (R), Padgett et al. (2008) . Furthermore, when the relation between an IM and Engineering demand parameter (EDP) can be evaluated in closed form, it is called effective IM, Mackie and Stojadinovic (2003) . The most important and recognized feature is the efficiency which describes the variation in EDP for a given IM. In other words, the dispersion of the calculated seismic demand is less when an efficient IM is used, Shome (1999) .
Determining the number of ground motion records which will be used in scaling and IDA is critical in the fragility assessment process. In fact, it affects dramatically the accuracy of the results and the computational time. ASCE\SEI 7-10 (2010) recommended that three ground motion records are the minimum and if less than seven are used, the design DM values should be taken as the highest value among the seven records. However, Reyes and Kalkan (2012) argued that ASCE\SEI 7-10 procedure is conservative when less than seven records are used. Furthermore, Hancock et al. (2008) concluded that the sufficient number of ground motion records to obtain reasonable results depends on the DM used in the analysis. Moreover, Cimellaro et al. (2011) argued that the use of Sa as IM instead of PGA could reduce the minimum required ground motion records with achieving an accurate estimation of seismic demands.
The damage measures (DM) are as important as intensity measures in conducting a fragility analysis. Each damage measure highly affects the shape of the derived fragility curves. In general, the proposed damage measures in the literature can be grouped into three main categories: dynamic parameters of the structure, displacement parameters and displacement and cumulative damage, Kyriakides (2007) .
Extensive fragility analysis has been carried out using displacement parameters such as lateral Interstorey drift (ISD), residual drift ratio and Ductility ratio (DR). The commonly used displacement damage indicator is ISD, which is the maximum relative displacement between two storeys normalized to the storey height. Early estimation of ISD threshold values were proposed by Culver (1975) at different damage levels using real damage data observed from damaged buildings. The author suggested that when the ISD value is equal to h/100 or h/25, it corresponds to non-structural damage or severe structural damage, respectively. Several researchers attempted to propose several damage thresholds for ISD, e.g. Elenas (2001) , Rossetto (2005) and Nishitani et al. (2015) . However, ISD does not provide information about the location of the damage and the residual capacity of the structure. Therefore, it was argued that the residual drift is a significantly important DM parameter in seismic assessment of structures and cost analysis of repair and retrofitting, Tesfamariam and Goda (2015) . Hence, it was recommended by several researchers to use residual drift ratios for seismic risk assessment of structures, e.g. Howary and Mehanny (2011), Bojórquez and Ruiz-García (2013) and Ruiz-García and Aguilar (2014) . Furthermore, the use of DR, which is the ratio of maximum deformation to yield deformation, was utilized in seismic risk assessment to predict the location of damaged structural elements for the purpose of retrofitting and strengthening, Sfahani et al. (2015) .
Nevertheless, the previously mentioned DMs do not consider the cyclic effects of seismic loads due to its dynamic nature. Hence, Park and Ang (1985) developed the most popular DM in disSeismic Damage Measure placement and cumulative damage category, which is shown in Equation 1 that can take into account the effect of low-cycle fatigue and energy dissipation on structural capacity. However, the proposed DM is time and cost demanding because of the need for laboratory or field data to calibrate the constant β.
Where: δ m Maximum experienced deformation; δ u Ultimate deformation; Q y Yield force; β Constant determined by experimental calibration.
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Other similar DMs were proposed and used in the derivation of fragility curves that are mainly suitable for assessing the seismic vulnerability of structures due to mainshock-aftershock sequence as well as investigating the total energy induced by ground motion shaking, e.g. Fajfar (1992) , Luco et al. (2004) , Bojórquez et al. (2008), Cosenza et al. (2009) and Mander and Rodgers (2013) .
The structures' dynamic parameters, i.e. natural frequencies, mode shapes and damping, are used as damage measures by several researchers. In general, by knowing the parameters, they could be used in calibrating the elastic properties for numerical modelling, detecting the structural behavior after retrofitting or damage and predicting its response under earthquake loads, Michel (2008) . Bindi et al. (2015) used the ambient vibration to assess the seismic response of an 8-storey reinforce concrete (RC) building which was one of the largest northern Greek hospitals. The natural frequencies and mode shapes of the building were extracted using the peak picking and frequency domain decomposition. It was concluded that the results obtained from the ambient vibration could be used to produce more reliable models based on their existing conditions. Furthermore, Karapetrou et al. (2016) presented a comprehensive methodology for utilizing the obtained field data for a structure, i.e. dynamic properties, in the derivation of time dependent fragility curves. It was the continuation of the work done by Bindi et al. (2015) , i.e. the building and its dynamic properties were the same. The monitoring field data and the initial finite element (FE) model were used to form and update a 3D nonlinear FE model, then IDA were performed to derive the time-dependent fragility curves. The 3D FE model took into account the existing structure's conditions such as the strength degradation due to time, possible preexisting damages, changes in geometry or mass distribution, etc.
The analytical approach is used to obtain the damage distribution through the elements at risk by using numerical methods. The structural systems are modelled and analyzed to establish a relationship between the damage levels and the ground motion at different intensities. Two main approaches are used for the analysis which are the capacity spectrum method (CSM) and the incremental dynamic analysis (IDA).
Capacity-Spectrum Method
The general methodology for the CSM is to perform a static nonlinear pushover analysis, obtaining the pushover curve, which shows the base shear vs the lateral displacement. Then, the pushover curve, also named as the capacity curve, is converted to the capacity-spectrum curve, which is bilinear or multilinear acceleration-displacement curve that describes the structural behaviour when subjected to gravity and lateral loads. The performance point is defined by superimposing the capacity spectrum curve with the earthquake demand curve, i.e. the response spectra. The performance point is the interaction point between the two curves, Freeman (2004) . Eventually, after finding the performance point for each seismic intensity, the fragility curves can be constructed. The main advantage of CSM is that it is a reliable simplified static method to used simulate the dynamic behaviour of the seismic events. The CSM was first proposed by Freeman et al. (1975) , where it was used as a rapid evaluation method to assess the seismic vulnerability of the buildings in Puget Sound Naval Shipyard, Washington. Since introducing the method, it was used in several guidelines and codes. For example, three alternatives for the application of CSM were proposed in ATC-40, namely procedures A, B and C. Procedures B and C were difficult to be used and programed due to the over simplifications considered in procedure B and the extensive graphical components in procedure C. However, procedure A is a simple analytical method and easily applicable in software codes. This method requires an iterative process to reach convergence on the performance point until the demand spectrum intersects with the capacity spectrum within acceptable tolerance. Nevertheless, Fajfar et al. (1999) and Chopra and Goel (2000) criticized the proposed procedure A, since it was concluded that it underestimates the structural deformation. Therefore, in FEMA440 modifications had been made to procedure A especially for the part related to the calculation of equivalent viscous damping which is a representation of hysteretic damping. In addition, the Modified Acceleration-Displacement Response Spectrum (MADRS) was introduced to improve the representation of seismic demand by reducing the elastic response spectrum that depends on the increase in ductility and damping. Furthermore, the CSM was adopted in Euro Code 8.
Analytical Fragility Analysis Methods
Until today, researchers extensively use the CSM to derive fragility curves for different buildings' typologies. Gencturk and Elnashai (2008) improved the CSM presented in ATC-40 by proposing an advanced CSM that directly incorporates inelastic response history analysis of bilinear systems. Furthermore, the advanced method was validated by conducting a shake-table full-scale test of two timber frame structures. By comparing the obtained results from the tests and the advanced method, it was observed that the proposed method gives more reliable displacement predictions than the existing methods. Nevertheless, it failed to provide reliable predictions for irregular structures. Kyriakides et al. (2014) proposed a framework to conduct a probabilistic seismic vulnerability assessment of low and midrise substandard RC structures, which were designed without seismic codes, based on the modified CSM presented in FEMA440 to consider the degradation in the structural capacity of the substandard structures. The obtained pushover curves of the MDOF structures were converted to equivalent capacity curves of SDOF systems as required by CSM. The buildings' frames were modelled in the software DRAIN 3DX, developed by Prakash et al. (1994) , using fiber elements. The models were capable of capturing the gap and pullout effects in hinges and the shear failure in the bonds. Similarly, Ali et al. (2015) adopted Kyriakides et al. (2014) and other researchers to develop vulnerability curves for a typical low engineered structures in Pakistan. DRAIN 3DX was used in the modelling of the two generic 2D frames that are deigned under gravity loads and with insufficient reinforcements. The CSM was used to assess the structural response under the seismic loads. The derived vulnerability curves were compared with empirical vulnerability curves developed by GeoHazards International (GHI). It was concluded that the empirical curves related to Pakistan underestimate the predicted damage for the existing buildings in Pakistan.
Haldera and Paul (2016) investigated the vulnerability of low rise buildings designed for the gravity loads according to the Indian code IS 456 (2000). 2D nonlinear frame elements were modelled in SAP2000 and the CSM was performed according to ATC-40, while the lateral load distribution was given by FEMA 356. Finally, the fragility curves were derived following the HAZUS methodology. Rossetto et al. (2016) presented an innovative approach based on CSM and the use of inelastic response spectra derived from earthquake ground motion accelerograms for the derivation of fragility curves. The proposed method was named Fragility through Capacity Spectrum Assessment (FRACAS). Two four RC frames were used to examine the new method, one was designed without seismic code and the other with seismic code. The main steps of FRACAS are summarized as follows:
1
The obtained capacity curve is converted to an idealized trilinear curve.
2
The idealized trilinear curve is discretized into analysis points, which represents the elastic stiffness, ductility and post-elastic properties of the capacity curve.
3
The performance points (PP) are estimated by intersecting the capacity curve with the spectrum curve using the elastic and inelastic part of the response-spectrum curve, without the need to perform iterations.
4
The selected engineering demand parameter (EDP) for each PP is determined by finding the corresponding load step of the pushover analysis.
5
The fragility curves are derived through a statistical curve fitting approach from the set of IM and EDP.
The authors compared FRACAS with the nonlinear time history analysis and concluded that the former is reasonably capable of capturing the response of both case studies. Furthermore, the FRACAS was able to account for the record-to-record variability; hence, it was reflected in the derived fragility curves.
Incremental Dynamic Analysis
The IDA is a nonlinear dynamic analysis method that provides a continuous picture of the structural response under seismic excitations starting from the elastic state, to yielding and finally to collapse. The concept of IDA was proposed by Bertero (1977) , nevertheless, it recently became popular and extensively used in fragility and vulnerability analysis. Generally, the IDA procedure involves performing multiple nonlinear time history analysis under a suite of scaled ground motion records that their intensities should be chosen wisely in order to cover the effect of earthquake shakings to structures starting from elasticity to global dynamic instability, Vamvatsikos and Cornell (2002) . The curves obtained from IDA, termed IDA curves, show the relationship between the EDP versus IM of the applied scaled ground motion records as shown in Fig. 1 . Three components determine the reliability of IDA results, which include the well-established nonlinear structural model, the proper selection of ground motion records and the selection of efficient EDPs and IMs. It is important to select good scaling levels for the ground motion record to ensure reasonable estimates of the distribution of EDP for a given IM provided, that their statistical relationship is effectively independent from the earthquake magnitude and source-to-site distance (R), Vamvatsikos and Cornell (2004) . Vamvatsikos and Cornell (2002) argued that the IDA curve produced by a single ground motion record is not enough to define the behavior of a structure. The authors performed IDA on a 5-storey steel braced frame subjected to four different ground motions as shown in Fig. 2 . Each curve represents the structural response to the imposed seismic demands. Hence, sufficient number of ground motion records should be included in the analysis. The computational time required to derive fragility curves by IDA is relatively more than CSM. However, the curves derived by IDA are able to capture accurately the seismic response of most of the engineering structures.
Owning to the accuracy of the IDA in capturing the structural behavior and response due to seismic excitations and to the increasing advancement in computers capabilities, the IDA is used extensively in deriving fragility and vulnerability curves for almost all of the engineering structures. For example, Saruddin and Nazri (2015) developed fragility curves for the representing building stock in Malaysia, i.e. RC and steel moment resisting frames. A three story frame representing low-rise and a six story frame representing mid-rise buildings were designed according to Eurocodes 2, 3, 4 and 8. IDA was performed using the SAP2000 software and a set of seven ground motion records were selected. The ground motion records were scaled by increasing the peak ground IDA curve vs Pushover curve, Vamvatsikos and Cornell (2002) 
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Typical IDA curves for a five -storey building under four different earthquakes, Elnashai and Di Sarno (2008) acceleration (PGA) by 0.05g until 0.6 g. Finally, several fragility curves were derived to account for the variation in materials and height. Furthermore, Melani et al. (2016) performed seismic risk assessment and financial risk analysis of a low-rise RC frame structure. Three frames were considered in the analysis with the same height, however they were designed differently. The results obtained from the IDA were used in the financial risk analysis, which was expressed in terms of the loss ratio. The loss ratio was defined as the cost required to restore the structure to its full working condition to the replacement cost of the structure. Joy and Thampan (2016) investigated the effect of friction pendulum isolation system (FPS) on the seismic vulnerability of a twelve-story RC hospital building located in India. The IDA was carried out to find the structure response under 25 ground motion records. Finally, the fragility curves were developed for the same structure with and without FPS. It was concluded that the FBS reduced significantly the seismic vulnerability of the building because the FBS lengthens the first mode period, which in return reduces the earthquake induced forces. Additionally, Sadraddin et al. (2016) investigated the effect of shear walls' distributions in high-rise buildings on their seismic performance. Four typical twelve story high-rise buildings with the same layout configurations and different shear walls' distributions were designed and analyzed. The IDA was carried out to find the response of the considered case studies under 16 real ground motion pairs. The fragility curves were developed for all the cases. It was observed that installation of shear walls in general improved the seismic performance at all limit states. Nevertheless, the most effective shear walls' configurations appear when the shear walls are placed internally.
It is necessary to include other risk hazards besides the seismic to ensure the safety of the engineering structures during their life cycle. Other hazards could significantly affect the performance of the structures during earthquakes such as the deterioration due to corrosion, soil-structure interaction or the sequence of mainshock and aftershocks. With the current advancement in computers' computational power, it is possible to incorporate theses effects in the fragility analysis of structures in order to know as precisely as possible the real response of structures in future seismic events. Therefore, the effects of corrosion and mainshock-aftershock sequence are presented herein to highlight their significant effects on the performance of engineering structures.
Environmental Deterioration
In conventional fragility assessment, the impact of environmental deterioration mechanisms (e.g. corrosion, fatigue or cumulative damages from past earthquakes) is not considered. The most pronounced deterioration mechanism for reinforced concrete and masonry structures in the coastal areas is corrosion. Corrosion is a long time-dependent process that causes a significant reduction in the serviceability and vulnerability of RC structures over time Choea et al. (2008) . Moreover, the corrosion causes cracking and spalling of concrete, reduction in rebar property and loss in interfacial bond strength. These effects are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs. Zhou et al. (2014) have concluded that cracking of concrete decreases the load bearing capacity of structures as well as shortens their service life. Similarly, the presence of concrete spalling can cause an overestimation of the flexural capacity of RC structures. Furthermore, the quantification of reduction in rebar property is considered by the loss of cross sectional area of the rebar, which could cause a premature fracture before the reach of the rebar's yield limit. Additionally, Kashani et al. (2013) observed that the buckling capacity of the corroded bar was degraded by 20% due to only 10% mass loss of the rebar mass. Karapetrou et al. (2013) investigated the impact of corrosion on low and mid-rise RC structures within the framework of REAKT project. It was found that the loss of steel reinforcement cross sectional area due to corrosion (t = 50 years) ranged from 24% to 53% of the initial cross sectional area. Furthermore, the fragility functions of the corroded low and mid-rise models experienced a considerable increase for the same ground motion compared to the uncorroded models, which proves the effect of environmental deterioration. Bajaj (2012) showed that the interface bond behavior between the steel and concrete is significantly affected by the corrosion level. It was confirmed, that the bond strength increases due to the increase in corrosion level up to a critical percentage, which depends on the used concrete material, and then decreases. In addition, Kivell (2012) argued that the stiffness reduction of interface
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bond and its increase in strain penetration due to corrosion raise two critical problems for seismic design and assessment. First, the increased strain penetration induces the concrete members to yield at larger curvatures, reduces steel bar strains at a given curvature and effects energy dissipation. Second, the stability of the whole structure will be reduced with increased P-Δ effect.
Mainshock-aftershock (MS-AS) effect
The structures in active seismic areas may experience a sequence of earthquakes because of the Mainshock-aftershock phenomena or other cascade events. As a result, there is no adequate time to repair and retrofit the damages of structures. It has been proven that aftershocks could cause significant damages to structures and increase fatalities and cost, even if the damages from the mainshock are minor. In general, the estimated delay time between a mainshock and the largest aftershock is within the range of several minutes to months. Raghunandan et al. (2015) , Han et al. (2014) , Li et al. (2014) , Nazari et al. (2015) . For example, an earthquake with a magnitude of M8.6 struck Indonesia in 2012 followed by several aftershocks, the largest one recorded was with magnitude of M8.2 just after two hours from the main shock USGS (2012). Also, after the mainshock of 2011 Great Tohoku earthquake in Japan, 651 aftershocks were recorded with magnitudes varying from 5M to 7M USGS (2011). China has suffered significantly from Wenchuan earthquake with a M7.9 which occurred on May 12, 2008 and followed by 42,719 total aftershocks just within four months after the mainshock. These tremendous aftershocks have considerably increased the number of collapsed buildings, which withstood the mainshock that in return increased the fatalities. In total, the casualties due to the Wenchuan earthquake and its aftershocks were more than 70000 people and the economic loss was estimated as 150 billion U.S. dollars RMS (2008). Similarly, a M7.1 earthquake struck Christchurch, New Zealand on September 4, 2010 and five months later, a M6.3 aftershock struck the city again. This mainshock-aftershock sequence resulted in a toll of 185 deaths and $15 billion estimated economic cost, Parker and Steenkamp (2012) . Despite the devastating effects of MS-AS sequence, almost all the current seismic assessment or design practice consider the effect of MS only. This lack is attributed to three main reasons; the capacity of damaged buildings after mainshocks, the complexity of the characteristics of aftershocks and their occurrence probability, and a general lack of accurate system fragility models to evaluate building performance, Nazari et al. (2015) .
The severity of damages caused by recent earthquakes to the built environment forced the attention of engineers to assess the existing buildings stock and evaluate their vulnerabilities. Therefore, abundance of fragility curves are derived for several civil structures, to predict their response in future earthquake events. The recent significant advancement in the computational power of computers facilitates the use of analytical models and reduces the time required to get the analytical results even for complex nonlinear models. The use of the CSM method provides reasonable results; however, the assumption that the seismic loads are statically distributed over the building does not reflect the actual behavior of structures under seismic excitations. On the other hand, increasing the nonlinear complexity of the materials and models and performing IDA will definitely render the most accurate behavior of structures. It is very important to note that besides the increasing time needed in IDA, the user should have an in depth knowledge about creating detailed models and the appropriate selection of ground motions. Any error related to either one of them could lead to very unrepresentative response of the actual structures. Despite the abundance of the current available fragility curves, relatively few curves are available concerning the combination of fragility analysis with additional hazards probabilities. Furthermore, it was noted that important structural elements such as staircases and lift shafts are not considered in the constructed models. In addition, more research is needed to assess the fragility of the buildings constructed by smart and green materials.
Conclusions

